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Person of Interest Disclosure vs. In Real Life Reverse Speech Video- 
22mins— 

https://odysee.com/@OurStillSmallVoice:8/person-of-interest-disclosure-vs-
in-real:5 

 

I Recorded in the street with my phone Friday, June 19, 2021, at 
approx. 6:40pm Central USA. The neighbors surrounding us appear to 
be working to wirelessly traffic us for a trafficking ring run by that 
GLOBAL, eugenic, transhuman banking cartel syndicate with its hub 
in Israel that hides within Judaism and includes a portion of traitors to 
humanity within our military, Congress, universities, and other 
institutions worldwide and includes a public/private partnership that’s 
using corrupt business models to force in its Transhuman 
Technocracy Ai Systems via scamming and other crime. The cartels 
are also linked to it. 

 

You can hear how hard she tries to sound so charming in them. This 
woman and this cult make up the #DeathSyndicate using money-from-
suffering scamming on outsiders as a means of domination.  It’s been 
working hard to kill off anyone who will not play by their rules and 
their moral code to include pedophilia and trauma-based mind control 
in a trafficking cult. They are now working on corrupting human 
bodies to literally entrap biology worldwide. 

 

These reversals appear to tell us more about what my neighbor’s job 
is where their trafficking of us is concerned. Our entire neighborhood 
is affected by the weaponized grid. 



 

Moody Alabama female claims to have been hired by head over 
gangstalking portal from Europe for Neuroport. 

 

Audio only reversals: 
 
Moody, AL Female RS: 

F1: I’ve been under surveillance [because the FBI’s aware of it. Everyone’s 
aware of it, CIA] 

R1: The Ai-surveil program read off the iPad secret. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the cause of the FBI, CIA, & everyone being aware of 
this surveillance, is a secret Ai surveillance program that can read off 
devices such as an iPad. 

 

Neighbor and likely Stasi ring member who looks to have been blackmailed 
into working for the Stasi organized crime ring- Vicki Johnson’s RS- 

F1: How are you doin'? Fine how are you? Still kickin'. [There you go. 
That's all that counts.] I I I'm like you. I I say thank you Lord every time I get 
up. I'm like I'll hurt you all over.  

R1: Client god, they like your ebb. 

F = 0:01:08 to 0:01:18, R = 0:01:12 to 0:01:14 

Interpretation: 

- Indicates that a client of hers has a god that likes my (likely me, Tiffany’s) 
gradual decay likely from EMF/HUMINT Stasi targeted torture. 

 

F2: How are you doin'? Fine how are you? Still kickin'. There you go. That's 
all that counts. I, I [I'm like you. I, I say thank you Lord every time I get up. 
I'm like I'll hurt you all over.] 



R2: I grew-a-lag Europa. Count my pay. Yeah, I masterbate all the kids 
here. Their I.A. found my ? ?. 

F = 0:01:08 to 0:01:18, R = 0:01:14 to 0:01:18 

Interpretation: 

- It appears that my neighbor is growing a gulag connected to a bloodline 
likely from Europe. UN connection? Remember that the man from Europe 
hired the woman in the video from the Moody, Alabama police shooting? In 
some way, this reversal indicates that my neighbor is connected to getting 
paid and masturbating all the kids here. EMF weapon rape is common 
among TI’s, and that nasty cult practices pederasty. This appears to come 
from its Ai as well. This “masturbation” in this reversal is likely to be literal 
and needs to be investigated by proper, HONEST authorities in my opinion. 
This job may have resulted from the people she works for finding 
something on her possibly for blackmail, but she appears to like her money 
from it. I cannot make out the last two syllables. Could be letter? Laptop? 
Not sure. Guesses for what an I.A. is… Intelligence Asset, Intelligence 
Analyst, Intelligence Agent possibly? 

 

F3: [And the reason I say uh Mondays they come 'til three]... 
R3: Here wool to knock their freedom against our tyranny. 
F = 0:00:35 to 0:00:38, R = 0:00:35 to 0:00:38 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the reason for coming is throwing wool over our eyes to 
hurt our freedom against their tyranny. They likely refers to our 
neighbors and the network they are working for. 

 

F4: [trash. They got the recycle first then they come and got the trash.] 
R4: Sheriffs do call you make an aid. Sheriff for vice here with faggot 
terrorist. 
F = 0:00:50 to 0:00:53, R = 0:00:50 to 0:00:53 
Interpretation: 

- Connected to trash and re-cycling are sheriffs, or those who enforce 
rules, calling for aid in some way.  Are sheriffs, or those who enforce 
the following of rules calling this couple across the street with clients 



who will pay them to torture other people to death, or be minders 
connected to EMF weapons and the Stasi-Global HUMINT network? 
There is a sheriff, or someone who enforces the following of rules 
who is for immorality and/or who has wicked behavior that is here 
with a disgusting and/or gay terrorist.  

 
 
Here is one apparent murder that happened in our neighborhood 
indicated by the Reverse Speech I’m finding. The forward and reverse 
context indicates our neighbor John Wilson accosted a Stasi network 
member who moved into our neighborhood in 2016, and who was an 
Assistant Police Chief for both Fort Worth and Lake Worth, Texas 
regarding being V2K-tortured, who may have ended up cutting the 
officer, Steve Carpenter, across the face when the likely sonar-based 
Ai biosurveillence system and its people likely detected a threat and 
murdered him via their acoustic weapon. Steve Carpenter is now 
apparently retired. RS about him brings up Soviet and Hitler 
connected to him in some way. This squares with RS from the lady 
across the street whose RS indicates she is here for contract killing 
via torture, rape, and murder for tyranny. There are other neighbors 
that appear to also be in on the #CivilianTortureProgram gravy train 
indicated not only in our neighborhood, but our HOA, and this seems 
to be the basic Stasi control system model being used across the 
world. 
 

Fox News Story on This Published April 21, 2018- 

https://www.fox4news.com/news/lake-worth-officer-involved-in-deadly-fight-
with-neighbor 

 

 

 

 

Catherine Miller (Neighbor interviewed in the Fox news story.) 
 
F5: [People were working on him, you know] 



R5: Why Ming Mei-nong, it grow a war beef. 
F = 0:00:35 to 0:00:37, R = 0:00:35 to 0:00:37 

Interpretation: 

- Our neighbor, 53 year-old John Wilson, now deceased, who was 
killed by the former Assistant Police Chief of Lake Worth and Fort 
Worth, Steve Carpenter Friday, April 17, 2018, is connected to people 
working on Wilson in some way that are known in some way 
connected to why whatever Ming Mei-nong is and growing a war-
herd, or growing a herd of people for war. 

 

 

F6: [The mother had told me that um she thought it John got the i]dea that 
the man was calling him stupid or simple and 
R6: The ipad nudged it. The ALF fish mart, their theme voice, they 
hear a thumpin'. 
F = 0:01:24 to 0:01:35, R = 0:01:24 to 0:01:32 

Interpretation: 

- An electronic device, possibly connected to an ipad, nudged what 
happened in some way. The Ai place where followers buy things is 
connected to a voice with a particular theme connected to hearing 
thumping. There is an EMF weapon used on me in this same 
neighborhood that causes a pressured, repeated thump on my left 
ear. This may be talking about targeting. There are at least two other 
TI’s in our neighborhood that I know of. One of them had an unstable 
son who also appeared targeted and who was killed by a deputy as 
the son tried to stab two people. This happened approximately 3 days 
after targeting of me went from covert to overt. 

 

F7: He got into an altercation. 
R7: And the shaker's law-noose knit I get. 
F = 0:01:38 to 0:01:40, R = 0:01:38 to 0:01:40 
Interpretation: 

- The law imposed shaking connected to a self-destructive behavior 
pattern that was created and received, likely received by John 



Wilson, connected to getting into an altercation. Shaking comes up 
repeatedly in targeting patterns because the EMF weapons being 
used cause shaking/vibrating/pulsing.  

- This reversal set looks to be connected to the corrupt first responders 
HUMINT Stasi network giving good police, EMT’s/Paramedics/and 
Firemen… an unbelievably bad reputation and encourages the public 
to react by supporting things like defunding police.  

- This pattern in our neighborhood looks to be a trafficking ring being 
used to bring in what’s being called communism, but Communism is 
simply a vehicle being used for the global eugenic transhuman 
syndicate that includes bodies such as the World Economic Forum 
who are trying to enforce things like the SDG’s or Sustainable 
Development Goals being rolled out through Agenda 21 that is code 
for a genocidal coup.  

- This syndicate works globally in lockstep and in factions on an 
agenda-driven basis with its Ai to reach global tyranny, depopulation 
of humans, and the installation of neuro-enslaved, upgradable 
Humans 2.0. 

 

Video Reversals- 

 

Moody, AL Female RS- 

F2: There was a guy that came over [from Europe and hired me to work for] 
a company called Neuroport um and he is pretty much the ringleader of the 
whole underground portal in, in digital mind implants. 

R2: Go team pre-ALF-net, their remote. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the guy from Europe hiring people to work is a team of 
trained specialists building out a remote Ai network. This is likely 
referring to the bi-directional flow of information pulsing that is done 
wirelessly that connects humans on a 3D Internet bio-surveillance 
control grid system where their body data is collected remotely via 
nanotechnology via remote neural monitoring or RNM. It can also 
refer to remote influencing and other control programs running to 



program and control humans from connecting them to a 3D Internet 
control grid. 

 

 

Fox News Local Dallas/Fort Worth Anchor’s RS- 

F1: [The officer suffered non-life threat]ening injuries. 

R1: Thirst fell none. Your fussers defied. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to Officer Steve Carpenter, who suffered no threat to his 
life was a thirst, perhaps our neighbor’s thirst for freedom from being 
tortured via V2K, and/or the thirst for Stasi tyranny over our neighbor 
where there was no Stasi member death, but those who were 
complaining, likely Stasi torture victims, were defeated, since John 
Wilson turned blue and dropped dead after apparently cutting likely 
Stasi network member Officer Steve Carpenter across the face. 

- Imo this reversal indicates the Stasi network killed what was seen as 
a threat to one of its members via its biosurveillance system being 
tested in our neighborhood behind taxpayer backs using taxpayer 
money via defense industry government contracts.  

- Other RS I’ve found on this incident indicates our neighbor John 
Wilson was under Ai biosurveillance and being hit with V2K Voice to 
Skull torture. His parents he was living with at the time, still have no 
idea what really is likely to have happened to him. If the Texas 
Rangers came to any other conclusion than what the RS is indicating, 
they are likely ignorant or hiding what really happened. 

 

 

 

Neighbor Catherine Miller RS- 

F2: I just saw the gentleman um across the way had a cut [a-crossed his 
face.] 

R2: CF6 hark. 



Interpretation: 

- Connected to something across Steve Carpenter’s face is attention 
paid to something being called “CF6”. 

- I found a CF6 that is the name of a gas-fueled airplane turbine that 
can be placed on a trailer then plugged directly into the grid as a 
power source. 4 CF6 Engines together are capable of the power 
requirements to hit 300 human targets according to information I’ve 
found. 

- RS has uncovered a massive global weapons system that has been 
pieced together using compartmentalization that is likely to be a 3D 
Internet Control Grid. If Catherine Miller is referring to a gas-fueled 
airplane turbine, I’m not sure how it fits into that picture, but these 
weapons are added on for retaliation or to boost the signal and/or 
torture, and/or power, and in my case, as they approach, they sound 
like turbines coming up over me tracking into my location inside our 
house. The ground starts shaking more as the turbine sound gets 
closer to my location. But, I have no idea how or if the CF6 might be 
connected to the turbine sound or floor shaking. 

 

 

 

F3: [Three or four people were work]ing on him. 

R3: Grow our war beef. Rolled for years. 

Interpretation: 

- The Stasi organized crime network is growing and has been rolling 
out for years. 

- Deputy Shoots & Kills Azle Stabbing Suspect- June 2, 2015- 
(About 3 days after overt targeting started on me) A different neighbor 
of ours who was killed by police likely due to DEW torture- 
https://www.cbsnews.com/texas/news/deputy-shoots-kills-azle-
stabbing-suspect/ 

 

 



Fox Roving Reporter, Alex Boyer’s RS- 

F4: [According to Azle Police, the two men were involved in an altercation 
outside] 

R4: Gas light and the shakers lovin’ it involve their own ambush. That 
‘ceal opposite is in Europa. 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to the altercation and the story given by Azle Police are 
Stasi loving to gaslight relaying the opposite of something connected 
to be involved in their own ambush connected to Europe and/or the 
European Banking Bloodline Cartel Syndicate and concealing. 
Remember that the Moody, AL female said she was hired by a 
European man who was claimed to have been the head of the 
Gangstalking Portal? So all of this indicates that our neighbor was 
murdered by the Stasi network. 

 

 

Neighbor, Catherine Miller RS- 

F6: [The mother had told me that] um she thought that John 
R6: Their theme force, they hear a thumpin'. 
F = 0:01:24 to 0:01:35, R = 0:01:24 to 0:01:32 

Interpretation: 

- Connected to what John’s Mother expressed about John was that 
there was a particular subject, topic, or theme connected to a force 
connected to hearing a thumping. This appears to describe an Ai 
targeting biosurveillance communication weapon that uses pulse 
modulation, perhaps V2K. I’ve actually heard the thumps from these 
weapons before only every once in a while that seem to be being 
described here. I’m going to be that John was a victim of V2K.  

 

- The coms I get are not V2K. The ones I get are more subtle silent 
sound variety, but in an emergency situation, I’ve been able to hear 
much more clearly such as when our youngest was around 6 years 



old and was learning about how to fill the car up with gas and 
microwave shots began to hit the gas pump handle that could be 
physically heard pinging. A man came on my biosurveillance sonar 
coms speaking very quickly. It reminded me of how airline control 
tower coms are very quick sets of directions.  

- This was a very quick…replace the pump and move the child into the 
car type statement from a very young adult likely white male, which I 
was already in the process of doing.  Make no mistake. These are 
very bad people. But it almost seems like there are either two rival 
groups or a cats paw situation going on with our family caught in the 
middle between them held hostage. 

 

 

 

F7: The mother had told me that um she thought [that John got the idea 
that the man was calling him stupid or simple and 
R7: New orb mis-herded wits mean ya lock-zone-Nam but the they’s-
the-iThought nudged it. 
F = 0:01:24 to 0:01:35, R = 0:01:24 to 0:01:32 

Interpretation: 

- Understand that it’s my opinion that the Assistant Police Chief may 
well be in this Stasi network. But Catherine Miller’s RS appears to be 
being describing a process where the Ai tech introduces 
programming to encourage behavior and thoughts to get a particular 
outcome where the target locks onto someone suggested by the tech 
as the terrorist that’s torturing him where nudging is used, then the 
target attacks who they believe to be the enemy that’s been 
suggested to him. The iThought indicates this is coming through an Ai 
system and/or device/devices. So, in the case of our neighborhood, 
we do appear to have people hired as minders, but the assaulting 
tech seems possibly to be remote and may have named one of the 
Stasi members, or encouraged thoughts in that direction as the target 
for whatever reason. 

 



Here’s my Tweet that was immediately hidden from my timeline where I 
documented telling DOD that the biosurveillance system data needs to be 
preserved connected to TI documentation. So this data about what exactly 
happened in our neighborhood needs to be looked at and tracked back to 
EXACTLY what unfolded and who did what to whom. All the data should be 
there somewhere. 

https://twitter.com/Tifvision/status/1668007938101850112 

https://twitter.com/Tifvision/status/1668004296888049666 

 

Possible meaning for nudged- 

March 4, 2015--Robotic Nudges: The Ethics of Engineering a More 
Socially Just Human Being 

Abstract: 

“…In this paper, we discuss whether companion robots should be permitted 
to “nudge” their human users in the direction of being “more ethical”. More 
specifically, we use Rawlsian principles of justice to illustrate how robots 
might nurture “socially just” tendencies in their human counterparts. 
Designing technological artifacts in such a way to influence human 
behavior is already well-established but merely because the practice is 
commonplace does not necessarily resolve the ethical issues associated 
with its implementation.” https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11948-
015-9636-2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 


